
Baseline product line

ManualCallPoint (Blue) Jeweller
Wireless wall-mounted button for manual 

fire alarm activation.

Operating principle

Pressing ManualCallPoint activates the built-in sirens of all fire detectors in the system. At the same time, an alarm is sent 

to users. Alarm delivery to the central monitoring station (CMS) is optional and can be configured in Ajax apps. The button can 
also activate intrusion sirens and automation scenarios. All the data is instantly available in Ajax apps: which device triggered, 
when, and where. The alarm remains active until the button is manually released using the key (included in the complete set).

Alarm!

Alarm!

Alarm!

Flawless hardware

 Up to 7 years of battery life

 Simplified button mechanism to reduce the risk of failure

 Transparent front lid to prevent accidental alarm activation

 LED indication of the alarm state

 Tamper alarm

Additional features

 Automation scenarios activation

 Visual verification of alarm by MotionCam detectors or any 
NVR camera

 Indoor/outdoor intrusion sirens activation

 Alarm delivery to CMS can be additionally configured in hub 
settings



System supervision 

 Regular polling of each system device to display current 
statuses in apps

 Automatic self-diagnosis of each device, reporting to the hub

 Up to 1,700 m of wireless communication and twice as much 
with a range extender

 Data encryption throughout transmission

 Instant maintenance notifications

Quick installation and setup

 The SmartBracket panel to mount the device: no need to 
disassemble the enclosure

 Pairing with a hub via QR code

 Remote control and configuration in the app

 A lock to secure the device on SmartBracket

 A key to reset the button after alarm

Superior, Fibra, and Baseline product lines are mutually compatible. This opens up numerous possibilities for building 
systems of any configuration.

Compatibility

Hubs

Hub Plus, Hub 2 (2G), Hub 2 (4G), 
Hub 2 Plus, Hub Hybrid (2G), 

Hub Hybrid (4G)



Range extenders

ReX, ReX 2









Communication with 
control panel

Jeweller communication 
technology



Frequency bands

866.0–866.5 MHz

868.0–868.6 MHz

868.7–869.2 MHz

905.0–926.5 MHz

915.85–926.5 MHz

921.0–922.0 MHz


Jeweller communication range

up to 1,700 m


Depends on the sales region



In an open space

Power supply

Battery

2 × CR123A 


Battery life

up to 7 years










Pre-installed



Installation


Operating temperature range

from 0°С to +50°С



Operating humidity

up to 80%











Enclosure


Colour

blue



Dimensions

102 × 104 × 39 mm



Weight

214 g

Complete set




ManualCall Point (Blue) Jeweller

SmartBracket mounting panel

2 × CR123A battery (pre-installed)

Plastic key

Transparent front lidInstallation kit

Quick start guide



For detailed information, scan the QR code or follow the link:

ajax.systems/support/devices/manualcallpoint-jeweller/

support@ajax.systems

@AjaxSystemsSupport_Bot

ajax.systems 


